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TEXAS UTILITIES SERVICES INC.
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TXX-2947 January 31, 1979

Mr. R. Naventi
Licensing Project Manager
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
NRC ROUND ONE CORE PERFORMANCE BRANCH QUESTIONS

DOCKET NOS. 50-445 & 50-446
FILE NO. 10010

Dear. Mr. Naventi:

Enclosed are our initial responses to CPB round one questions
(Q231.1-Q231.11,Q232.1-Q232.9). As agreed, these are being
transmitted to you by letter to expedite response time. These
responses will be retransmitted to the Commission in FSAR
Amendment 4.

If you have any questions about this matter, please contact this
office.

Sincerely,

,h ,[ h. Io
B. S. Dacko

BSD:tls
Enclosure
cc: H. C. Schmidt
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.1 The fuel perfonnance code (PAD 3.3) used for the Comanche
Peak safety analysis will soon be approved by the fiRC with
sane modifications. The applicant should review the
modifications to the code and detennine their effects upon

the safety analysis as presented.

R231.1 Upon receipt of the SER, Westinghouse will evaluate the
modifications to the code and their ef fects on the safety

analyses.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.2 Predicted cladding collapse times for Comanche Peak 1 and 2
have been calculated with the model as given in WCAP-8377.

f4RC approved the use of this model (SER of January 14,
1975) subject to provisions that no alterations were made
to the specified curves used as input to the model.
Provide assurance that these provisions have been
satis fi ed .

R231.2 The approved model given in WCAP-8377 is used to predict
cladding collapse time, with no alterations to the
specified curves used as input to the model.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.3 The fuel rod internal pressure criterion as given in the

FSAR incorporates the acceptable modifications as approved
by us (SER for WCAP-3963 of May 8,1978). We further
stated in the SER that "an approved f uel perfonnance code

must be used to show that the fuel-to-cladding gap does not
open." Due to the nodifications to the code iuposed at
high burnups as discussed in 231.1 above, the applicant
should deten:iine the effects of these nodifications on
satisfying the rod pressure criterion.

R231.3 The Westinghouse improved fuel red model (WCAP-8720)

considers high burnup modifications, such as enhanced
fission gas release. This model has received an extensive
NRC review, and fiRC approval is expected soon. This model

is used to assure that the fuel rod internal pressure
criterion given in the FSAR is satisfied.

,
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Q321.4 In addition to the previously discussed seismic and
hydraulic loads on fuel assmblies., West inghouse has
determined that an asycinetric horizontal load will be

imposed on the reactor core in the event of a rupture in
the primary system piping. Provide the resul ts of an
dnalysis whiCh shows that the Comatiche Peak assemblies can

withstand this pheno.aenon. Similar analyses have been

submitted on the t' orth Anna, Sequoyah, Farley and Diablo
Canyon dockets, and these can be ref erenced for

inio naa t ion.

R231.4 The fuel assembly response resulting from tha most limiting
main coolant pipe break was analyzed using time history
numerical techniques. Since the resulting vessel motion

induces primarily lateral loads on the reactor core, a

fir.ite elonent model similar to the seismic model described
in reference (1) was used to assess the fuel assunbly
deflections and impact forces.

The reactor core finite cleaent model which simulates the
fuel assembly interaction during lateral excitation
consists of the fuel assenblies arranged in a planer array
with inter a:.sembly gaps. For the CPSES, fifty fuel
assmblies w'iich corresponds to the maximuu number of

assemblies across the core diameter were used in the model.
The fuel assemblies and the reactor baf fle support are
represented by single beam elaaents as shown in Figure
231.4-1. The time history laotion for the upper and lower
core plates and the barrel at the upper core plate
elevation are simultaneously applied to the simulated
reactor core model as illustrated in figure 231.4-1. The

three time history motions were obtained fran the time
history analysis of the reactor vessel and internals finite
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CPSES/ FEAR

el ec.en t model .

The fuel assembly response, namely the displacenents and
grid impact forces were obtained from the reactor core

model using the core plate and barrel motions resulting
from a RPV inlet nozzle break. The maximum fuel asser:ibly

deflection which occurred in a peripheral fuel assembly was
approximately .46 inches. The fuel assembly stresses

resulting fraa this aeflection indicated substantial safety
margins compared to the allowable values. The grid maxir,ium

impact force for both the seismic and lateral blowdown

accident conditions occurred at the peripheral fuel
dssembly locations adjacent to the baffle wall. The grid
impact forces were appreciably lower for fuel assenbly
locations inward from the peripheral fuel. For the lateral

blovdcwn case, only a snall (outer) portion of the core
experienced significant grid impact forces.

The maxinta grid iupact force obtained fro.i the limiting
rupture br eak was found to be approximately 40 percent of
the minimum grid strength (using the 95x95 value as

detennined by tests at reactor operating tenperatures).
The SRSS combination of the pipe rupture and SSE loading
was found to be approximately 44 percent of the minimL01
grid strength.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.5 The full length absorber rods for Comanche Peak may
incorporate a new Westinghouse design feature. The

technical bases and evaluation of this new rod design are
given in a topical report, WCAP-8846, " Hybrid B C Absorber

4
Control Rod Evaluation Report." NRC has reviewed the noted
topical report and found the rod design acceptable but
noted that irradiated B C is leachable or soluble in water.

4

We thus require a routine surveillance progra.n to assure
that the reactivity in the absorber rods is not being lost

through an unanticipated breach in the cladding. Comanche

Peak should submit plans for such a surveillance program,
if B C is to be used.

4

R231.5 The applicant does not presently use B C absorber rods in
4

the Comanche Peak Station. If B C rods were incorporated
4

at some future date, and the question of leachability was
still unresolved, the following surveillance program v;ould
be perfonaed:

A visual inspection of selected D bank rods will be

performed during refueling at the end of the third cycle of

operation. The underwater binocular or television scan of

these rods would detect cladding abnonaalities if they
should unexpectantly occur.

Reactivity checks of selected RCCAs will be perfonaed
during the first cycle of operation in order to assure that

control rod reactivity is not lost due to postulated rod

cladding failures and leaching-out of B C. The reactivity
4

checks are not intended or expected to disrupt nonaal plant
operation but, rather, would be perfonned following reactor
shutdown (s) or large power reduction (s) should they occur
for whatever reason during first cycle operation. Such
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CPSES/FSAR

checks would be perfonned by comparisons of boron
raeasurements with predictions. In the event that such
opportunities (shutdowns or large power reduction) do not
occur, B C reactivity checks will be sought by other means,

4
such as primary coolant raeasurements, provided such checks
can be demonstrated to be n.eaningful . It is our

understanding that the NRC's intent is not to require
disruption of plant operation for the sole purpose of
surveillance for postulated rod failures. No specific
burnup values are stated for the perfonnance of these
checks during Cycle 1 operations.

During the first three refuelings, unless an earlier plant
with B C RCCAs has ccapleted these checks, selected B C rod

4 4
banks will have reactivity worth checks made during the
refueling startup physics tests.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.6 A new requirement for routine fuel surveillance has been

established and is discussed in Revision 1 of Section 4.2
of the Standard Review Plan. Please refer to that document
and submit a description of the on-line fuel rod failure

detection methods and a description of the post-irradiation
fuel surveillance progran for Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2.

R231.6 The on-line fuel rod failure detection system is adequately
described in Section 11.5 with the general description in
Section 11.5.2.7.11 and the setpoints described in 11.5-28i
of the FSAR.

A sample of the post-irradiated fuel assemblies will be
visually examined with the use of such visual aides as

binoculars and/or underwater television ccaeras. During

visuel inspection, indications of fretting, crud, fuel

assenbly damage and anomalies are observed. If significant

anomalies are encountered that would affect fuel
performance, a more detailed examination of those fuel

assenblies will be performed.

With the excellent fuel operating history of the type of
asseablies to be used in Comanche Peak Units 1 and 2, the
fuel surveillance program described above should be

sufficient to assure fuel integrity.

/
/
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Q231.7 WCAP-8278 is used to demonstrate that the design methods

for predicting vibration amplitudes and fuel rod fretting
wear are conservative, based upon a 1000-hour flow loop
test of a 12-foot 17x17 fuel asseably. Design methods in

this report have been approved by us. Final acceptance of

the report for fretting wear considerations is awaiting

post-irradiation results obtained on Trojan fuel . Pl ease
provide a schedule for the reporting of these data.

P,231. 7 Trojan post-irradiation data was transmitted to the I;RC on

May 25,1978 (Portland General Electric letter from D. J.
Broehl to A. Schwencer). Additional data on rod fretting
wear are being transmitted to the fiRC in Westinghouse

letter NS-TMA-2018 dated January 18, 1979.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.8 For fuel rod bowing calculations, Comanche Peak uses the
model given in WCAP-8691. f;RC issued an interim safety

evaluation on this subject in Feburary 16, 1977 and require
certain modifications be made for calculating bow in
Westinghouse fuel. Provide assurance that these
modifications have been factored into the Comanche Peak
17x17 calculations.

R231.8 The effects of rod bowing are considered by using the
methods set forth in the f;RC Interim SER on Effects of Fuel

Rod Bowing (Revision 1), dated February 1977. The rod bow

penalties for 17x17 designed f uel, which have been approved
by the NRC, are documented in the Westinghouse submittal

flS-TMA-760, " Fuel Rod Bowing," by T. M. Anderson

(Westinghouse) to J. F. Stolz (f!RC), April 19, 1978.

The F"H penalties described in NS-TMA-1760 will be

incorporated into the technical specification pending NRC
review of the partial bow DNB test data submitted in
fiS-CE-1580 (Eicheldinger (W) to Ross (NRC), October 24,

1977) and NS-CE-1598 (Eicheldinger (W) to Stolz (flRC),
November 8,1977).
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Q231.9 Successful load follow operation is discussed at Reactor A
and B. Provide some details of the load follow tests,

specifically, maximum power, delta power and maximum

assembly burnup.

R231.9 The load follow operations discussed for Reactors A and B
occurred during three cycles of commercial operation and
were not the result of load follow tests. Typically, the

daily power swings cycled from a lower power of 40 to 70%
of reactor power to full power. The maximua assembly

discharge burnup for these two reactors was over 36,000

MWD /MTU.

Load follow tests were conducted at the Saxton reactor in
the early 70's. In these tests, fuel rods having peak
pellet burnups ranging from 10,000 to over 50,000 MWD /MTU,

were subjected to over 600 power cycles and experienced
peak power levels of over 20 KW/ft.
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Q231.10 In view of recent reactor operational experience ( A10 -B C23 4
burnable poison in St. Lucie 1 CEti-38(F), Revision 1), the
stability of irradiated B C in water appears to be less

4
than that expected fraa the previous referenced studies.
Therefore, the corrosion rates given in the Comanche Peak

FSAR would seem to be non-conservative. Prov ide

justification for the stated corrosion rates by additional

suitable references or recent experimental data.

R231.10 This question has been responded to in letter fiS-TMA-1985
tiovember 10, 1978 from T. M. Anderson to J. F. Stolz.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q231.11 Recent PWR experience has shown that fretting wear has
occurred between control rods and thimble tubes at a
locat s a associated with the fully withdrawn " parked" rod
position. Provide assurance, either through fuel asseably
inspection results (See 231.6 above) or prototypical
hydraulic flow tests, that this is not a concern in

Comanche Peak.

R 231.11 Westinghouse provided NRC a report NS-TMA-1936 September

12, 1978, describing the extensive post irradiation
exeminations Westinghouse performed on control rod guide

tubes both in reactor site and in hot cells. Additional
information is provided in letter NS-TMD-1992 Deceaber 15,
1978. These reports show that the control rod guide tube
wear is not a safety concern in Westinghouse facilities.
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N

Q232.1 Has the uncertainty in the calculation of F g been reduced3

to four percent in the final design of Comanche Peak?

N

R232.1 The 8% uncertainty remains for the FAH for the final design

of Comanche Peak.

.

.

.

.
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CPSES/FSAR

Q232.2 Expand the discussion of the reasons for the smaller
Doppler coefficient as a function of power at ECL as
compared to BOL.

R232.2 An expanded discussion on the Doppl er coef ficient change

with burnup is given in Section 4.3.3.1.
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Q232.3 Comment on the division of the MTC ir co density and
temperature effects as a function of core lifetime. Recen t

calculations (to be published) by BNL suggest that the
spectral (tanperature) component is positive and a
significant portion of the total MTC for cores with large

(n>10 GWd/t) burnups. Comment on the effect of the use of
density only moderator coef ficients in the affected

transients in Chapter 15, particularly for reload cycles

(Ref. letter, Eicheldinger to Ross, dated February 28,
1978,NS-CE-1706).

R232.3 The referenced letter to the NRC (D. F. Ross) still
applies. The use of moderator density coefficient
determined at constant reference pressure can result in
reactivity errors in transient calculations at different

pressures. Transient calculations have been made which
include a correction for the deviation between actual
moderator tuaperature and that which is inferred from the

transient density at the referenced pressure at which the
density coefficients were calculated (Ref. letter, C. E.
Eicheldinger (Westinghouse) to D. F. Ross, (NRC), dated
Februa ry 28,1978,NS-CE-1706).
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Q232.4 Is the coolant temperature control action passive in that
the coolant tenperature automatically responds to power
changes or is deliberate action undertaken? For example,

in a rapid power rise perfonned as part of a load following
procedure, is there an anticipatory increase in moderator
temperature in preparation for the power rise?

R232.4 All changes in reactor temperature are initiated by and

follow only changes in turbine loading. No manual

anticipatory changes are made in reactor temperature for
any power transients.
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Q232.5 Is the burnable poison rod pattern shown in this figure
consistent with the power distributions and reactivity
coef ficients givenfor the Comanche Peak core?

R232.5 Yes, the burnable poison pattern in Figure 4.3-5 is
consistent with the given power distributions and
coetficients.
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Q232.6 Describe the manner in which the more limiting of the two
control rod designs has been used in safety analysis. For

exmaple, describe the manner in which the scran curve is

obtained and the reactivity insertion rates for rod

withdrawal transients.

R232.6 The more limiting of the two control rod absorber materials

has been used in safety analysis. The B C control rods
4

were used in analyses in which large worth wac most
limiting (e.g.. rod ejection, rod withdrawal). The

Ag-In-Cd control rods were used in analyses in which small
worth was limiting (e.g.: shutdown margin).

In trip reactivity a minimum worth, wh;;h both types of
control rods satisfied, was combined with the r; lower trip
rate time of the B C control rods.

4
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Q232.7 Provide an estimate of the uncertainty in the calculation
of the flux at the inner boundary of the pressure vessel.
In what manner is the azinuthal peaking factor obtained?

R232.7 The flux at the inner boundary of the pressure vessel has a

10% uncertainty.

The azimuthal peaking f actor is obtained through R-0
Neutron Transport calculations.
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Q232.8 What value of moderator reactivity coef ficient is used in
the analysis of the startup accident? Is the value a
combination of spectral and density coef ficients or only a
density coefficient?

R232.8 Currently, a moderator reactivity coefficient of +2 pcm/oF
is used in the startup accident. This value is a

combination of spectral and density coefficients.
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Q232.9 In what way is the overtemperature AT setpoint reduced for
this transient?

R232.9 The overtenperature trip setpoint calculation includes a
function of neutron flux difference between upper and lower
ion chaabers as described in Section 7.2.1 of the FSAR.
When the flux difference (ad) increases beyond the preset
deadband (see Figure 7.2-2) the setpoint is reduced.

For the accident analyses presented in Section 15.4.2 of
the FSAR, no credit is taken for this reduction in setpoint

with A4 This results in a conservative delay until the

overtemperature trip setpoint is reached and produces the
minimum margin to OfiB.
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